A borehole correction model, based on more than 1,000 laboratory mess.ursments, has been developed for logging tools that measure gamma ray energy spectra induced by the capture of thermal-energy neurrons. The measurement were made with a field-worthy tcol incorporating a pulsed source of 14-MeV neutrons and a Naf(ll) gamma ray detector. In addition to the obvious geometric dependencies on borehole and casing sizes, the sensitiviw of the measurement to elements within the borehole was found to depend just as strongly on the porosi~and salinily of the borehole and formstion fluids. The mcdel decouples the geometric eff=ts from most of the nuclear physics effects by explicitly including the rime decay of the neutron flux in each homogeneous rsgion.
Summary.
A borehole correction model, based on more than 1,000 laboratory mess.ursments, has been developed for logging tools that measure gamma ray energy spectra induced by the capture of thermal-energy neurrons. The measurement were made with a field-worthy tcol incorporating a pulsed source of 14-MeV neutrons and a Naf(ll) gamma ray detector. In addition to the obvious geometric dependencies on borehole and casing sizes, the sensitiviw of the measurement to elements within the borehole was found to depend just as strongly on the porosi~and salinily of the borehole and formstion fluids. The mcdel decouples the geometric eff=ts from most of the nuclear physics effects by explicitly including the rime decay of the neutron flux in each homogeneous rsgion.
introduction
The measurement of gamma ray energy spectra produced by the capmre of thermal-energy neutrons has been shown '-5 to be a useful technique to determine the elemental composition of eath formations. To realize the full potential of the-se measurements, three separate problems must be addressed.
1. Each measured gamma ray spectrum must be decomposed into contributions from individual atomic elements, or "elemental yields. ' . ' 2. The contributions of sach elemental yield resulting from formation elements must be separated from the contributions from elements within the borehole.
3. Such important petmphysicat parameters as porosity, liihology, md Water saliniv must be derived from the formation eleme"-tal yields.
The first 1.6 and third4 problems have been covered extensively by many authom; hewever, the second problem has ofien been ignored, treated as a minor perturbation, or treated too simplisdcatIy. In fact, the msasuremcnt sensitivity to elements withii the krehole, as defined by the partition factors described below, can easily be larger than the sensitivi~to formation elements. For example, for a 25-cm [9. S-in.] freshwater borehole in a formation having a capmre cross section of 40 capture units, the borehole partition factor is twice as large as the formation partition factor. Moreover, for a constant borebole geometw, thk relative borehole sensitivity can change by two orders of magnitude over the full range of borehole and formation salinities. An effect such as this, which is both large and variable, can be neither ignored nor handled in general by a downhole calibration. It is therefore desirable to have a model that can predict the effect fmm known information.
The model proposed here predicts the borehole effects from assumed knowledge of the borehole and casing sizes, the borehole sahity, and the total formation capture cress section. Many of the physical principles underlying the model ars discussed in Ref. 7. The panmmtsrs desmibmg the measurement timing (i.e., the neutron burst rote), the time delay betweea burst end and accumulation start, and the accumulation gate width are explicit parameters in the model. Thus, while the results shown here are for the explicit tbning schemes of tbe gamma spectromemy tool (GSTm), the mcdel should apply equally well to the timing schemes of other tds.
Laboratory

Fiaassrramerrts' :
The measurements used to describe the model were made in for- In the inelastic mcde, a 20-psec neutron burst is pulsed every 100 psec, with a 44-psec accumulation gate starting 20 psec after the burst. While the primary product of this mode is the inelastic carbonloxygen (C/0) data obtained during the neutron burst gate, the capture &ta obtained during the delayed accumulation gate am valuable byproduc~, especially considering the long logging times generalIy necsssary to ensure a Wld C/O measurement. In capteretau rode, the timing is contmlkd by the measured formation decay time constant, Tdf A~df-wide neutron burst is puked every 6 r~and a 2-rd wide ammmdadon gate starts I rdf after the burst. f'-'" WMe results or the mekmc mode were included in a previous paper, g this paper will interpret the capture data of both mcdes with a unif,ed model.
A sample of the measurement resalts, intendsd to illustrate the magnimde of the boreholeeffects, is shownm Fig. 2 . The @ini@'
indicator ratio, i.e., the chlorine yield divided W the hydrogen yield, is a measure of formation salini~however, it is perturbed $ubstamia fly by the salinity of the borehole fluid. The dashed line in Fig. 2 wotdd be the measurement response in the absence of b-meho!e effect. It agrees with the measurement only when the formation and borehole salinities are equal. At other points the relative contributions from formation and borehole must be accurately detenninti to interpret the measurement comedy. where NR is the neutran flux distribution and r is the gsmms ray
The spatial integral is responsible for the geometic effexts illustmnsmission and detection pmbabifity. It is dxtbsr assumed, for trafed in Fig. 3 snd for the porosity effects illustrated in Fig. 4 , the purposes of this calculation, thst the tine dependence of while the time integral is responsible far the salinity effects illus-NR(~,t) can be separated from the spstial dependence traed in Fig. 5 . The advantage of this fomudation is that it sspamtes the spadal intsgrals, which sre more diftlcult to evafuate, fmm the NR(7,t)=iVm(~)Nm(t).
. be considered. If the neutron source is pulsed slowly enough that the neutron flux dissipates before the next pulse, the integration interval is a single interval. This is the condition illustrated in Fig.  6 , which depicts the capture-tau mcde of the GST. For the inelastic mode of the GST, neutron pulses are repeated every 100 psec, so contributions from many previous pulses must be included. This llc cmcial problem now is to describe Nm(t) in terms of known parameters. For the formation region, we know that Arm(t) decays, to a good approximation, as a simple exponential dependent on the thermal-neutron &cay time, Tdf! of tie~~atiOn.
A concurrent measure of Tdf is made by the GST in @PW~~U mOde. In the absence of a concurrent measure, an external Tdf cOuld be used from sny thermal decay time tool. Nm(t) in the borehole regions is not so simple, became the effects of neutron diffision are large and are mvironmentally dependent. Fig. 8 is a measurement of the neutron flux in a quickly decaying Wehole. Alla about 2M psec, the borehole assumes the decay rate of the formation, because it i; then being fed prbnarily by formation neutrons. In one characterization, Nm(t) withii the borehole is given by 
. . . . . . . ...(9)
where Ab is the cross-sectional area of the borehole region. Figs. 9 and 10 show fits of that fimction for the fluid regions of some openboIe and d-hole data. The nesessi~of a borebole siz patameterization is clearty illustrated.
Testing Model Predictions
Thespatial integral of Eq. 7 depends not only on geometry, but also cm such pbysicd parameters as neutron slowingdown lengths ! 1 l,,!,,,,!,,,,!,,. ,,..~.,, . :...,,.: and gamma-ray-scattering cross sections. Because it would be extremely difficult to evaluate this integral analytically, or even to express it in some pseudophysical form, the spatial integral was parametrized empirically from the measurement results. The borehole size dependence, for exampIe, is a nearly Iine!r function of the cross-sectional area of tie borehole region. partition factors for these cases are entirely the result oi integmtion of Mm(t). The data in Figs. 12 ad 13 am thm the same set of enviramneuts but with different measurement dining schemes. The madel handles hem equally wefl. While far these measurements the large formation capture cross sectiom$ responsible for the high borehoIe canhibutiom were a resuft of Iiigh water infinities, the presents of the high cross-sectiowd elements conunonfy associated with clays will produce the same effsct. fn either case, the effect wifl be predicted praperly fmm a measurd value of Tdy.
As a further test of the model, the delay time between the end of the neutron burst and the wart of the gamma ray accumulation was varied for selected environments. Once again, the only change should be in the integration of Nm(t). 
Conclusions
Oamma ray spectroscopy from the capture of thermal-energy neutrons can be a useful owl to probe earth formations; however, the borehole effects must be weU undentaod if meaningful results are to be obtained. The retative magnimde of the barehole umh'ibution is not onfy large, but also variable from depth to depth dspending on such farmadan parameters as porosity and water sahity. This variability hampers attempt$ ta calibrate the borehole effects fmm log data in wall-known zones, sa apredicdve mcdel is needed.
The mcdel de.scrii here separates the dependencies on geometry and porosity from the dependence on water salinity. This aL 10WS an analytic calculation of the water salinity effect, which can alter the relative borehole cantibutian by two orders of magnitude. At the same time, the geomehy ad porosily dependencies, which are smallsr but less readily calculable, can be txeated empirically. The mcdel @s handled two vastly differing timing schemes with equal success, one having a relatively long, variable accumulation delay dependent on the formation dexay time, and the other having a shon, fixed delay requiring consideration of contributions fmm many pre~io~s neutron pulses.
The varrauon in borehole contribution ex@ett&d in any one well would not likely be as large as is suggested by the lakm'atary data presented here, because depth-m-depth variations in Lwrehole sizes, borehole salinities, and formation decay times do not normally cover the full ranges represented in the laboratory data. The 
